The crystal structure of xenotime was determined by VEGARD1 and by STRADAand SCHWENDIMAN2, the results being in fairly good agreement. The structure is of the zircon type with the space group I41/amd and with four formula units in the unit cell. Since the bond lengths in the structures of zircon and xenotime have been used in the discussion of the metamict state, and since the oxygen parameters in zircon have already been refined 3 a redetermination of the oxygen positions in xenotime appeared to be of interest in order to compare bond lengths in these two compounds.
Abstract
Oxygen parameters in xenotime have been refined in order to compare bond lenghts in two isostructural minerals, zircon ard xenotime.
The results have shown that the different behaviour toward metamictization of these minerals could not be explained on the basis of cation-anion distances alone.
The crystal structure of xenotime was determined by VEGARD1 and by STRADAand SCHWENDIMAN2, the results being in fairly good agreement. The structure is of the zircon type with the space group I41/amd and with four formula units in the unit cell. Since the bond lengths in the structures of zircon and xenotime have been used in the discussion of the metamict state, and since the oxygen parameters in zircon have already been refined 3 a redetermination of the oxygen positions in xenotime appeared to be of interest in order to compare bond lengths in these two compounds.
The specimen used was a xenotime from Hittero, Norway. . In all cases filtered copper radiation was used. The intensities of the spots of the Weissenberg diagrams were measured with the Kipp photometer and were corrected for polarization-Lorentz factor and for the absorption. In the subsequent stages of the work the relative-intensity values were scaled to calculated ones using appropriate constants. For the calculation of structure amplitudes VEGARD'S parameters and the atomic scattering factors from "Internationale Tabellen" (1935) were used.
For the refinement for the oxygen parameters F 0, F0 -F c(Y + P) and The error in bond lengths is estimated to be 0.05 A. The interatomic distances in the P04 tetrahedron are, within the limits of experimental error, in agreement with the more recent values found by other investigators.
The opinion was expressed 4 that the difference between xenotime and zircon with respect to metamictization could be explained by considering xenotime as more stable due to its more regular Y -O-distances. This was based upon the structural evidence given by VEGARD who reported the following cation-anion distances:
2.04 A and 2.41 A for Zr-O and 2.23 A and 2.24 A for Y -0. However, the present results and those obtained earlier on zircon contradict such explanation. In this connection the results5 of the refinement of the oxygen positions in monacite, CeP04, may be mentioned. This strongly radioactive mineral, never found in a metamict state, shows very irregular oxygen polyhedra around cerium, the distances ranging from 2.45 A to 2.95 A.
